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Abstract

Despite the success of machine learning applications in

science, industry, and society in general, many approaches

are known to be non-robust, often relying on spurious cor-

relations to make predictions. Spuriousness occurs when

some features correlate with labels but are not causal; re-

lying on such features prevents models from generalizing

to unseen environments where such correlations break. In

this work, we focus on image classification and propose two

data generation processes to reduce spuriousness. Given

human annotations of the subset of the features responsible

(causal) for the labels (e.g. bounding boxes), we modify this

causal set to generate a surrogate image that no longer has

the same label (i.e. a counterfactual image). We also alter

non-causal features to generate images still recognized as

the original labels, which helps to learn a model invariant

to these features. In several challenging datasets, our data

generations outperform state-of-the-art methods in accuracy

when spurious correlations break, and increase the saliency

focus on causal features providing better explanations.

1. Introduction

What makes an image be labeled as a cat? What makes a

doctor think there is a tumor in a CT scan? What makes a

human label a movie review as positive or negative? These

questions are inherently causal, but typical machine learn-

ing models rely on associations between features and labels

rather than causation. Especially in high-dimensional fea-

ture spaces with strong correlations, learning which sets

of features are right (causal) associations to predict targets

becomes difficult, as different sets can result in the same

best training accuracy. Because of this, we see issues such

as spurious correlations [12], artifacts [15], lack of robust-

ness [2, 5], and discrimination [18] happening across many

machine learning fields.

Spurious associations happen when factors correlate with

labels but are not causal. We might consider factors as spu-

rious associations if intervening on such factors would not

change the resulting labels. In the context of images, the

backgrounds of images can be a source of spurious correla-

tions with labels (e.g. a forest background correlates with

bird label) because changing (intervening on) backgrounds

should not affect the labels of the foreground classification.

In this paper, we aim to address such spurious associations

in the typical ML classification framework by incorporating

human causal knowledge. Given a human rationale behind

a labeling process (e.g. this part of the image is cat-like),

we augment our datasets to break the correlations between

backgrounds and labels in two ways. First, we generate

counterfactuals that ask "how can we modify the image such

that a human would no longer label it as a cat?" That is, by

removing the causal features (foreground region containing

the cat), and imputing it in a way that is consistent with

the background, we generate the counterfactual image that

would not be labeled by humans as a cat. Second, we in-

tervene on the non-causal factors (i.e. image backgrounds)

to generate new images still containing the cat but with a

modified background. This helps the model be invariant to

such factors. We experiment on several large-scale datasets

and show our methods consistently improve the accuracy

and saliency focus on causal features. Our contributions can

be summarized as follows:

• We use various counterfactual and invariant data genera-

tions to augment training datasets which makes models

more robust to spurious correlations.

• We show that our augmentations lead to similar or better

accuracy than state-of-the-art saliency regularization and

other robustness baselines on challenging datasets in the

presence of background shifts. We also find combining

our augmentations with saliency regularization can further

improve performance.

• Our methods have stronger salience focus on causal fea-

tures that provide better explanations, although we find

strong salience on causal features only correlates weakly

with good generalization.
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2. Related Work

Various works have found that standard machine learning

models rely on spurious patterns to make predictions and do

not generalize to unseen environments [12]. For instance,

Geirhos et al. [11] found standard ImageNet-trained models

classify images using object’s texture rather than object’s

shape. Several medical imaging classifiers have also been

shown to use spurious background to make predictions for

COVID-19 [23] and other lung symptoms [38]. Similarly,

Young et al. [36] showed deep learning models for CT-scans,

although having high accuracy, seem to produce explanations

outside of the relevent regions when visualized by Grad-

CAM [30] and Shap [20]. Bissoto et al. [6] also found that

models trained using public skin lesion datasets tend to have

explanations outside of the human-labeled important region,

questioning their abilities to generalize across other datasets.

Several methods have been proposed to remove known

spurious correlations in concepts (e.g. gender or texture bias).

Lu et al. [19], Zmigrod et al. [43] removed gender bias in

text by swapping pronouns ("he" becomes "she") to augment

the data. Geirhos et al. [11] trained on augmented ImageNet

datasets generated in different styles via style transfer to

remove texture bias. Zemel et al. [39], Madras et al. [21]

directly penalized the model to prevent it from classifying

sensitive concepts including race or sex to achieve fairness.

In this work we study a different case where the spurious

and causal features are separated feature-wise which allows

us to remove biases without knowing them in the first place.

Several previous works have attempted to solve the same

problem with a different approach: they directly regularize

the explanations (saliency) of the model to match the human-

labeled important features. Ross et al. [28] were the first to

propose regularizing the input gradients toward the causal

features and showed improved robustness when the model

was evaluated on a different test distribution. Erion et al.

[10] used the expected gradient (a stronger saliency method)

and regularized it toward other forms of human priors (e.g.

sparsity or smoothness). Rieger et al. [26] proposed using

Contextual Decomposition [32] which can regularize not just

per-pixel saliency but the interactions of the pixels. Several

works also found regularizing saliency helps in text classifi-

cation [9, 13] or medical imaging [42]. In addition, Ross and

Doshi-Velez [27] found that input gradient regularization im-

proves adversarial robustness. Bao et al. [3], Mitsuhara et al.

[24] explored regularizing attention (instead of gradient) and

showed improvement in text classification. Despite all the

aforementioned success, Viviano et al. [33] reported an un-

derwhelming relationship between controlling saliency maps

and improving generalization performance in two large-scale

medical imaging datasets.

Augmenting counterfactual data to remove spurious cor-

relation has been investigated in the NLP domain [16], but

they relied on human efforts to generate counterfactual data.

Several works were also investigated in Visual Question An-

swering (VQA) fields by augmenting with counterfactual

data that changes the answer [1, 8]. Here we instead in-

vestigate the effect on the task of image classification, and

explore various generation approaches including heuristics

and generative models.

3. Proposed Methods

Generating counterfactual data To break the correlation

between non-causal features (backgrounds) and labels, we

generate counterfactuals that keep the backgrounds in data

but remove foregrounds.

Specifically, consider an image x with U pixels, a label

y, and a causal region r ⊆ {0, 1}U (1 means causal). We

define an infilling function φcf that mixes the original image

and the infilling value (specific choices are presented later):

φcf (x, r) = (1−r)⊙x+r⊙x̂ ,where x̂ ∼ pinfill(x̂|xr=0).

Then we label such images as "non-y" ¬y, which intro-

duces the need for a counterfactual loss function, and we

explore 3 different options: (1) Negative log likelihood of

P (ŷ 6= y) i.e. −log(1−P (ŷ = y|x)); (2) KL divergence be-

tween the uniform distribution and the predicted probability

i.e. KL(Uniform(y)||P (ŷ|x)). The intuition is that given we

remove foregrounds, the model should just predict a uniform

distribution among all classes, since it does not have a class

for backgrounds; (3) KL divergence between the uniform

distribution except original class y, and the predicted proba-

bility. We found (2) worked poorly for removing the spurious

correlations, and that (1) worked better than (3). We choose

(1) as our final objective. Then we augment our training

objective with additional counterfactual loss function:

Lcf = (−log(1− Pf (ŷ = c|φcf (x))))

Generating factual data To make a classifier immune to

background shifts, we augment our data by perturbing the

backgrounds which generates new images with unchanged

labels. We define another factual infilling function Φf that

mixes the foreground with background value x̂:

Φf (x, r) = r⊙x+(1−r)⊙x̂ where x̂ ∼ pinfill(x̂|xr=1).

And the final objective (with cross entropy loss) is:

L = LCE(y, ŷ(x)) + Lcf +

Factual Loss
︷ ︸︸ ︷

LCE(y, ŷ(Φf (x, r))

Choice of infilling value We describe some methods for

producing counterfactual infilling values x̂ (some choices
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Counterfactual (CF) Factual (F)

None CF(Grey) CF(Random)CF(Shuffle) CF(Tile) CF(CAGAN) F(Random) F(Shuffle) F(Mixed-Rand) F(FGSM)

Figure 1: Examples of Counterfactual (CF) or Factual (F) data generation.

are inspired by [7]). Grey sets each pixel of x̂ to 0.5, which

is 0 after being normalized between −1 and 1. Random first

samples x̂ from a uniform distribution that resembles low-

frequency noise, and adds Gaussians of σ = 0.2 per-channel

per-pixel as high-frequency noise, and truncates it between

0 and 1. Shuffle randomly shuffles all the pixel values in

the specified region; it keeps the marginal distribution but

breaks the joint distribution. Tile first extracts the largest

rectangle from the background that does not intersect with

the foreground, and uses that to tile the foreground region.

Finally, we use a generative model; CAGAN which is the

Contextual Attention GAN [37]; we use the authors’ pre-

trained ImageNet model to inpaint the removed foreground.

For factual infilling, aside from using Random and Shuf-

fle infilling, we propose Mixed-Rand that swaps the back-

ground with another randomly-chosen tiled background from

images of other classes within the same training batch. We

also propose using adversarial attacks to manipulate the non-

causal features, i.e. we perform an adversarial attack only on

the background region. We adopt the ℓinf norm and FGSM

attack [14] for its fast computation. We tried the PGD at-

tack [22] but found that it performs similarly to FGSM yet

is more computationally demanding, so we use FGSM for

all experiments. See Figure 1 for examples. We use CF

abbreviated for Counterfactual and F for Factual.

Baseline We compare our work with approaches that pe-

nalize the model’s saliency (input gradients) outside of

bounding boxes. We find the original form of RRR [28]

that takes the gradient of sum of the log probabilities across

classes do not perform well (also found in Viviano et al.

[33]), and thus instead we use GradMask [31] of uncontrast

form for multi-class settings that uses the target logit ŷ:

LSal = λSal

U∑

j=1

(
∂ŷc=y

∂xj

)2 ∗ (1− rj)/

U∑

j=1

(1− rj)

Saliency regularization (Sal) explicitly attempt to break

the correlation between non-casual features and labels via

model, whereas our augmentations achieve this goal via data.

We also compare with two other methods: Mix-up [40]

and Label Smoothing (LS) [25]. These techniques were not

designed to address spurious correlations, but have nonethe-

less been shown to improve test set accuracy in image classi-

fication tasks by non-trivial margins.

Hyperparameters For models, we use a variant of

ResNet-50 [17] as our architecture for all our datasets. We

call this Original in our experimental section. For data pre-

processing, We scales and center-crops images to 224x224

with horizontal flipping and normalizes to [−1, 1]. For Sal,

we try λ from {1e−4, 1e−3, ... to 1000}. For FGSM, we

try ǫ of ℓinf norm for {0.15, 0.25, 0.35, 0.5, 0.6, 0.75, 0.9}.

For Mix-up, we try α = {0.1, 0.2, 0.3}. For LS, we try

ǫ = {0.05, 0.1, 0.2}. We run 3 different random seeds. More

details are in Appendix A.

4. Experimental Results

We aim to answer the following questions for our aug-

mentations: (i) Do they improve the accuracy under shifted

distributions? (ii) Do they make model focus more on fore-

grounds instead of backgrounds measured by saliency map?

(iii) Does focusing on foregrounds indicate better accuracy?

(iv) Do our augmentations make models’ predictions less

affected by changed backgrounds? We experiment on two

controlled datasets that explicitly swaps the foreground and

background, and a real-world dataset that has very different

backgrounds between train and test images.

4.1. IN9 dataset: a synthetic perturbed back
ground challenge dataset

ImageNet-9 (IN-9) is a dataset proposed by Xiao et al.

[35] to disentangle the relationship between foreground and

background. It groups the ImageNet classes into 9 broad

classes and filters the images with bounding box annota-

tions, resulting in each class having 5, 045 training images
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(a)Original (b)Mixed-Same(c)Mixed-Rand(d)Mixed-Next

Figure 2: Examples of IN9 test sets. Original and Mixed-

Same have backgrounds of the same class; Mixed-Rand and

Mixed-Next have backgrounds of different classes.

and 450 test images. To disentangle the background and

foreground, for each test image they mix the background

and foreground in various ways: (1) Mixed-Same: the back-

ground is swapped with the background of another image

belonging to the same class. (2) Mixed-Rand: the back-

ground is swapped with the background of another image

belonging to a different random class. (3) Mixed-Next: the

background swapped with the background of another image

belonging to the next class, i.e. if the class index for the

image is 5, then we swap backgrounds with an image from

class 6. See Figure 2 for an example. For Sal and F meth-

ods, we use the provided foreground segmentation masks

as important regions. For CF methods, since the shape of

the mask still leaks the information of the foreground ob-

jects, we instead use rectangular bounding box. We do not

compare to F(Mixed-Rand) since our test sets Mixed-Rand

and Mixed-Next are constructed the same way and will give

F(Mixed-Rand) an unfair advantage.

We compare our methods in Table 1. For models that

rely less on backgrounds, we expect worse performance in

Original and Mixed-Same where leveraging backgrounds is

beneficial at test time, but expect improvement in Mixed-

Rand or Mixed-Next where backgrounds contradict labels.

Indeed, Sal and CF methods (except CF(Tile)) perform as

expected, with CF(CAGAN) as the best method in Mixed-

Rand and Mixed-Next while doing slightly worse in Original

and Mixed-Same. To our surprise, F methods like F(Shuffle)

perform better in all 4 test sets. We think this is because F

methods increase the sample size of images with foregrounds

which helps learn more generalizable features. We further

combine the best methods in CF, F and Sal and show their

combinations improve accuracy even more, suggesting their

gains have different causes.

To determine if our augmentations cause models to fo-

cus more on foregrounds thereby resulting in higher accu-

racy, we measure the saliency map of each model and quan-

tify its overlap with provided foreground regions. We try

both DeepLiftShap [20] and input gradient as choices of

saliency maps and find their ranking is similar, and thus

only show results of DeepLiftShap. Specifically, given an

image, we take the ℓ2 norm of the saliency map across chan-

Table 1: The performance results (% of accuracy) of IN9

datasets. We show mean and standard deviation for 3 runs.

Original
Mixed

Same

Mixed

Rand

Mixed

Next

Orig. 82.0 (0.7) 71.0 (0.4) 51.5 (0.4) 47.5 (0.6)

+ Sal(λ = 10−4) 82.5 (0.6) 71.4 (1.6) 52.4 (2.4) 48.5 (1.4)

+ CF(Grey) 82.4 (0.3) 68.8 (0.9) 51.4 (0.3) 48.8 (0.3)
+ CF(Random) 82.5 (0.2) 69.8 (0.7) 52.1 (0.3) 49.3 (1.1)
+ CF(Shuffle) 82.6 (0.6) 71.5 (0.3) 51.8 (0.3) 48.4 (0.5)
+ CF(Tile) 81.9 (0.8) 58.8 (1.3) 46.5 (0.5) 45.9 (0.1)
+ CF(CAGAN) 80.5 (0.6) 68.7 (0.2) 53.3 (0.2) 50.0 (0.4)

+ F(Random) 83.2 (0.9) 73.9 (1.7) 56.4 (2.8) 53.0 (2.5)
+ F(Shuffle) 83.5 (0.0) 73.8 (0.3) 57.1 (0.8) 53.3 (0.7)
+ F(FGSM ǫ = 0.5) 82.6 (1.3) 70.6 (1.5) 51.6 (2.2) 47.9 (2.5)

+ CF(CAGAN)

+ F(Shuffle)
81.2 (0.7) 71.5 (1.3) 58.2 (1.7) 54.2 (1.0)

+ CF(CAGAN)+Sal 80.5 (0.2) 68.0 (0.9) 53.2 (0.8) 49.9 (0.9)

+ F(Shuffle) + Sal 83.0 (0.7) 74.5 (0.1) 57.1 (0.9) 52.8 (1.6)

+ CF(CAGAN)

+ F(Shuffle) + Sal
81.9 (1.2) 72.5 (0.5) 58.0 (1.2) 55.5 (2.1)

+ Mixup(α = 0.2) 82.8 (1.7) 72.1 (1.0) 52.2 (1.7) 48.2 (1.8)
+ LS(ǫ = 0.1) 82.9 (0.4) 71.8 (0.7) 52.5 (0.5) 48.5 (0.7)

Table 2: The model’s AUPR of using saliency map to predict

binary foregrounds, and its corresponding accuracy in IN-9

Original and Mixed-Next. High Saliency AUPR does not

necessarily indicate high accuracy in both datasets.

Saliency AUPR Accuracy

Original Mixed-next Original Mixed-next

Orig. 56.7 (0.8) 58.2 (0.5) 82.0 (0.7) 47.5 (0.6)
+ Sal(λ = 10−4) 56.0 (1.6) 58.8 (0.5) 82.5 (0.6) 48.5 (1.4)
+ CF(CAGAN) 57.5 (0.9) 58.7 (0.4) 80.5 (0.6) 50.0 (0.4)
+ F(shuffle) 59.8 (0.9) 61.6 (0.5) 83.5 (0.0) 53.3 (0.7)
+ Combined 60.8 (1.0) 61.2 (0.9) 81.9 (1.2) 55.5 (2.1)

+ Sal(λ = 100) 60.5 (0.7) 61.2 (0.4) 80.8 (0.6) 45.9 (1.2)

nels per pixel as prediction score, and set targets as 1 for

pixels in foregrounds and 0 in backgrounds, and compute

the binary Area Under the Precision-Recall curve (AUPR).

We show saliency AUPR and accuracy in Table 2. Overall

F(Shuffle) increases the foreground focus the most com-

pared to Sal and CF(CAGAN), suggesting its large accuracy

improvement comes from better focus on the foreground.

But, CF(CAGAN) in Mixed-Next with almost the same fore-

ground AUPR still achieves higher accuracy. On the other

hand, Sal with high penalty (λ = 100) which explicitly

encourages higher foreground focus has similar AUPR as

F(Shuffle) while having much lower accuracy. To further
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Figure 3: The scatter plot between Saliency map (DeepLift-

Shap) AUPR and accuracy for all models we trained in

IN-9. Only in Mixed-Next there is a positive correlation

(R2 = 0.4) between saliency AUPR and accuracy.

Table 3: The difference of the probability (%) of the next

class between Mixed-Next and Original IN9 test sets. The

lower the number the model is less affected by backgrounds.

Orig Sal CF(CAGAN) F(shuffle) Combined

10.1 (0.3) 9.9 (0.4) 7.4 (0.2) 9.2 (0.1) 6.8 (0.3)

understand the relationship, in Figure 3 we plot the Saliency

AUPR v.s. Accuracy for all models we have trained. We find

no positive correlation in the Original test set which makes

sense because getting high accuracy on this partition does

not require focusing on foregrounds. In Mixed-Next we do

find a stronger positive correlation (R2 = 0.4), although we

still have a few outliers in the lower right corner; they are

Sal with high λ or F(FGSM) with high ǫ. These results show

that accuracy only correlates with foreground AUPR when

backgrounds disagree with labels (e.g. Mixed-Next), but

does not necessarily correlate well. In fact there may be a

tradeoff when strong regularization is used.

To investigate if our models indeed learn to ignore spuri-

ous correlations (backgrounds), we measure the difference

of probability for the next class between Mixed-Next and

Original test sets. Given that these two test sets have iden-

tical foregrounds, a model relying more on backgrounds

to predict will increase the probability more for the next

class when backgrounds are swapped with next-class back-

grounds like Mixed-Next does. We show results in Table 3.

F(Shuffle), although being the most accurate model, is not

the least reliant on backgrounds. Instead CF(CAGAN) is

the best from this perspective. This confirms our intuition

that F(Shuffle) improves accuracy not only by ignoring back-

grounds but also generalizing better in foregrounds (and thus

have stronger foreground focus). Both CF and F augmen-

tations outperform Sal, and the combination of the three

further decreases the reliance on backgrounds.

Original Mixed-Next
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Training Data Ratio Training Data Ratio

Figure 4: Our methods improve the accuracy under various

training data size. Note that we only augment maximum

data ratio 1 data since only these images have bounding box

annotations, and thus gaps decrease after 1.

To understand how training set size affects our improve-

ments, in Figure 4 we train models using various training

data sizes. Here data ratio as 1 means using the original

IN-9 dataset around 45k images, and we subset images to

make ratio less than 1, or include remaining ImageNet im-

ages without bounding boxes to make it bigger than 1. And

in Figure 4 we measure the performance gain across differ-

ent data ratio. When the data ratio is <= 1, our methods

continue improving as more data becomes available. When

the data ratio is > 1, the performance gap narrows since

the size for our additional data augmentation stays fixed as

1. In summary, our methods improve over baselines across

different training sizes, and the more data the better.

In Figure 5 we show examples in the Mixed-Next dataset

which the best model (CF(CAGAN)+F(Shuffle)+Sal) pre-

dicts correctly and the Original model fails on. We find that

their top-5 predictions can be very different.

4.2. Waterbirds dataset

Waterbirds is proposed by Sagawa et al. [29] to study the

effect of spurious correlations. It combines bird photographs

from the Caltech-UCSD Birds-200-2011 (CUB) dataset [34]

with image backgrounds from the Places dataset [41]. They

label each bird as one of Y = {waterbird, landbird} and place

it on one of A = {water background, land background} , with

waterbirds (landbirds) more frequently appearing against a

water (land) background. In the training set, they place 95%

of waterbirds against a water background and the remaining

5% against a land background. Similarly, 95% of all land-

birds are placed against a land background with the remain-

ing 5% against water. The number is balanced for the vali-

dation set. For test set, we divide test images into Original

and Flip, where Original contains images with waterbirds on

water background and landbirds on land background, while

Flip has opposite bird/backgrounds mix. There are 4, 795,

1199, 2897 and 2897 examples in the training, validation,

Original Test, and Flip Test set. We follow the original paper

to finetune a pretrained ResNet-50 on this dataset.
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Figure 5: Examples in the IN9 Mixed-Next dataset that the best model (CF(CAGAN)+F(Shuffle)+Sal) predicts correctly while

Original model fails. Grey texts are the predictions from the best model, and Red text are from Original model.

Table 4: The accuracy on the Waterbird. The Improv(%). is

the relative improvement of Flip Test w.r.t. the Orig. method.

We show mean and standard deviation for 3 runs.

Orig. Test Flip Test Improv(%)

Orig. 98.4 (0.1) 76.1 (0.4) 0.0

+ Sal(λ = 10) 98.4 (0.1) 77.6 (0.9) 1.9

+ CF(Grey) 96.0 (1.8) 81.9 (4.9) 7.6
+ CF(Random) 98.1 (0.1) 73.2 (1.2) −3.8
+ CF(Shuffle) 98.1 (0.1) 71.7 (0.6) −5.8
+ CF(Tile) 96.1 (1.1) 81.6 (3.6) 7.2
+ CF(CAGAN) 95.2 (0.1) 85.6 (0.3) 12.5

+ F(Random) 98.4 (0.2) 80.7 (0.2) 6.0
+ F(Shuffle) 98.4 (0.0) 79.6 (0.5) 4.5
+ F(FGSM) 98.2 (0.1) 69.3 (1.5) −8.9

+ CF(CAGAN)

+ F(Random)
94.8 (0.4) 89.6 (0.7) 17.7

+ CF(CAGAN)

+ F(Random)+Sal
94.8 (0.1) 90.6 (0.0) 19.0

+ Mixup(α = 0.1) 98.4 (0.0) 76.7 (1.5) 0.8
+ LS(ǫ = 0.1) 98.4 (0.0) 78.7 (0.5) 3.4

We show the accuracy of each method in Table 4. Similar

to what we found in IN-9, Sal maintains the accuracy in Orig-

inal Test set and improves slightly in Flip Test. CF methods

decrease accuracy slightly in the Original Test set while im-

proving accuracy in the Flip Test set, with our most natural

augmentations CF(CAGAN) improving the most. F methods

remain similarly accurate in Original Test while improving

Flip accuracy quite a bit with F(Random) as the best. Fur-

ther combining the best methods - CF(CAGAN), F(Random)

and Sal - improves our Flip accuracy even more up to 19%
relative improvement compared to Original method.

To investigate the relationship between foregrounds focus

and accuracy (details in Section 4.1), we again show saliency

Table 5: The AUPR of the saliency map and the accuracy on

Waterbirds Original and Flip test sets.

Saliency AUPR Accuracy

Original Flip Original Flip

Orig. 56.2 (0.4) 48.8 (1.0) 98.4 (0.1) 76.1 (0.4)
+ Sal(λ = 10) 60.3 (0.7) 55.0 (0.7) 98.4 (0.1) 77.6 (0.9)
+ CF(CAGAN) 56.7 (0.8) 48.4 (1.0) 95.2 (0.1) 85.6 (0.3)
+ F(Random) 58.3 (0.3) 50.6 (0.1) 98.4 (0.2) 80.7 (0.2)
+ Combined 58.2 (0.6) 50.2 (1.3) 94.8 (0.1) 90.6 (0.0)

+ Sal(λ = 103) 62.0 (0.4) 57.7 (0.9) 97.6 (0.1) 72.4 (1.1)

Original Flip
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Figure 6: The scatter plot between Saliency map (DeepLift-

Shap) AUPR and accuracy for all models we trained in Wa-

terbirds. In Flip test set there is a stronger positive correlation

(R2 = 0.08) between saliency AUPR and accuracy.

AUPR and accuracy in Table 5, and scatter plot all models

in both Original and Flip test sets in Figure 6. In Table 5, all

methods except CF(CAGAN) improve saliency AUPR (left

column) in both Original and Flip test set with Sal(λ = 103)

as the best method. However, the improvement in saleincy

AUPR does not come with better accuracy in both Original

and Flip. For example, Sal(λ = 103) gets the best saliency
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Figure 7: Examples in the Waterbird Flip Test set that the best model (CF(CAGAN)+F(Random)+Sal) predicts correctly while

Original model fails. Grey texts are the predictions from the best model, and Red text are from Original model.

Table 6: The performance results (% of AUC) of CCT

datasets. The Improv(%). is the relative improvement of

Trans-Test w.r.t. the Orig. method. We show mean and

standard deviation for 3 runs.

Cis-Test Trans-Test Improv(%)

Orig. 82.1 (1.9) 70.2 (1.2) 0.0

+ Sal(λ = 100) 86.6 (1.2) 72.2 (1.1) 2.8

+ CF(Grey) 83.8 (2.1) 69.7 (2.5) −0.7
+ CF(Random) 85.7 (1.8) 70.8 (2.7) 0.9
+ CF(Shuffle) 84.2 (0.2) 68.9 (1.5) −1.9
+ CF(Tile) 86.2 (1.6) 70.4 (2.8) 0.3
+ CF(CAGAN) 84.4 (2.3) 70.1 (2.1) −0.1

+ F(Random) 82.9 (1.1) 70.9 (1.6) 1.0
+ F(Shuffle) 84.2 (2.4) 70.8 (1.9) 0.9
+ F(Mixed-Rand) 82.7 (1.7) 70.8 (0.9) 0.9
+ F(FGSM ǫ = 0.5) 84.9 (2.1) 71.9 (1.8) 2.4

+ CF(Tile) + Sal 86.9 (0.9) 74.0 (1.0) 5.4

+ CF(Tile) + F(Shuffle) 85.0 (1.3) 72.3 (2.1) 3.0
+ F(Shuffle) + Sal 88.5 (0.5) 73.2 (2.3) 4.3

+ CF(Tile)

+ F(Shuffle) + Sal
87.0 (1.4) 73.2 (1.1) 4.3

+ Mixup(α = 0.2) 85.0 (0.5) 69.4 (1.7) −1.1
+ LS (ǫ = 0.2) 81.2 (0.7) 67.8 (3.0) −3.4

AUPR while having the worst accuracy in Flip. In Figure 6,

we also find that in Flip there is a slightly better correlation

between saliency focus and accuracy than in Original (R2 =
0.08 > 0.004), but it is also not very strong.

In Figure 7, we show some example images that our best

model predicts correctly while the Original model fails.

4.3. Caltech Camera Trap (CCT) dataset

We test on a real-world dataset faced with background

shifts across training and test sets. Camera traps are motion-

or heat-triggered cameras placed in locations of interest by

biologists to monitor and study animal populations and be-

Table 7: The AUPR of the saliency map (DeepLiftShap) of

the ground truth class on CCT Cis and Trans datasets. The

higher the model has better foreground focus.

Saliency AUPR AUC

Cis-Test Trans-Test Cis-Test Trans-Test

Orig 5.7 (0.1) 7.2 (0.0) 82.1 (1.9) 70.2 (1.2)

Sal(λ = 100) 6.4 (0.5) 7.5 (0.3) 86.6 (1.1) 72.2 (1.1)
CF(Tile) 6.2 (0.5) 7.8 (0.5) 86.2 (1.6) 70.4 (2.8)
F(Shuffle) 7.3 (1.1) 9.3 (1.8) 84.2 (2.4) 70.8 (1.9)
CF(Tile) + Sal 7.9 (0.8) 8.8 (0.7) 86.9 (0.9) 74.0 (1.0)
F(Shuffle) + Sal 8.1 (0.2) 9.7 (0.5) 88.5 (0.5) 73.2 (2.3)

Sal(λ = 104) 6.5 (0.8) 7.6 (0.5) 78.8 (15.8) 69.4 (7.8)

Cis-Test Trans-Test
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Figure 8: The scatter plot between Saliency map (DeepLift-

Shap) AUPR and accuracy for all models we trained in

CCT. In Trans-Test there is a stronger positive correlation

(R2 = 0.16) than Cis-Test (R2 = 0.07) between saliency

AUPR and accuracy.

havior. The goal is to train a classifier that recognizes the

same species of animals but with different camera back-

grounds. Caltech Camera Traps-20 (CCT) dataset [4], con-

sists of 57, 868 images across 20 locations in the American

Southwest, each labeled with one of 15 classes of animals.

We follow the setup of the original paper that divides test
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Figure 9: Examples of the CCT dataset that the best model (+CF(Tile)+Sal) predicts correctly but Original model fails. Grey

texts are the predictions from the best model, and Red text are from Original model.

images into "cis-locations" and "trans-locations", where "cis-

locations" are images with locations seen during training,

and "trans" are new locations not seen before. This gives us

13, 553 training images, 3, 484 validation and 15, 827 test

images from cis-locations, and 23, 275 from trans-locations.

Since cis and trans locations have imbalanced classes, we

use multi-class AUC to measure the performance.

In Table 6, we find Sal(λ = 100) performs better than CF

and F augmentations alone in both Cis and Trans split, al-

though our combined method CF(Tile)+F(Shuffle) performs

similarly with Sal in Trans-Test (72.3 v.s. 72.2). For CF aug-

mentations, they mainly improve on Cis rather than Trans;

this shows that even within the same camera location like

Cis dataset, there still exists spurious correlations probably

due to wide variety of backgrounds (lightning, occulusions),

relatively small bounding boxes, and small amount of train-

ing data. Note that the pretrained generative model CAGAN

is not fine-tuned on the CCT dataset, and further fine-tuning

on this dataset can potentially give better inpaintings that

may further improve the performance. For F augmentations,

F(FGSM) helps the most in the Trans split. Surprisingly,

although F(FGSM) works best alone, when combining with

CF(Tile) or Sal it gets worse performance; we think the ad-

versarial nature of F(FGSM) might make the optimization

harder. Instead we try combinations with F(Shuffle). We

find both CF(Tile) + Sal and F(Shuffle) + Sal can further

improve the performance in both Cis and Trans splits, again

suggesting that CF, F and Sal improve in different ways.

We again analyze the relationship between saliency

AUPR and accuracy (details in Section 4.1). In Table 7,

Sal, CF(Tile) and F(Shuffle) focus better on foregrounds

with F(Shuffle) as the best. The combination F(Shuffle)+Sal

further improves focus. Sal(λ = 1e4) with too strong regu-

larization again increases saliency focus at the expense of

lower accuracy. In Figure 8, we scatter plot the relationship

between test set AUC and foreground saliency AUPR. They

do not necessarily correlate well, and Trans-Test has better

correlations than Cis-Test.

In Figure 9, we show examples where the best model

(CF(Tile)+Sal) succeeds but Original model fails in the Trans

split. Although it is unclear if the changed camera locations

make the Original model wrongly classify, it can have very

different top predictions from our best model.

5. Discussions

In this paper we focus on a particular type of spurious-

ness where the spurious and causal features are separated

feature-wise which enables us to remove spuriousness using

foreground annotations alone without knowing what the spu-

rious factors are. In the case where spuriousness happens

in both foreground and background such as color or texture

bias, our data augmentations would still work if we know

what the spurious factors are, and generate corresponding

Factual and Counterfactual data. For example, if color blue

is correlated with label, we can generate blue images without

shape as Counterfactual images and generate random color

images as Factual images.

We find our augmentations may vary performance from

dataset to dataset, e.g. CF(Tile) does worse than no augmen-

tation in IN-9, yet is one of the better performing methods

for CCT. Overall we find CF methods perform best when

imputation is natural as evidenced by better performance

of CF(CAGAN) in IN-9 and Waterbirds. And we recom-

mend F(Shuffle) or F(Random) for their better performance

in our experiments. The best approach is to try all different

imputations to see what works well.

Lastly, we recognize that requiring additional annotations

such as bounding boxes or segmentation maps can be costly

for some datasets. This limitation can be overcome by using

pre-trained segmentation models or heatmaps of pretrained

models to obtain reasonable annotations. If some classes

are novel, then few-shot semantic (FSS) segmentation can

be used instead such that only a few images of novel class

require manual segmentations, and the rest can be handled

by the FSS model.

We believe that developing methods which make mod-

els more robust to spurious correlation is essential to over-

coming the inherent obstacles to generalization posed by

ambiguities in real-world datasets.
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